Review: Treats and Deceits: Reactor's Toy and Dismantle By Camilla Zajac You Are Here Website - 8 September 2003
"There's that familiar Reactor combination of demand for compliance and playfulness, a bit like a friendly Labrador puppy that comes running up to you with a lit stick of dynamite in its mouth."
The Beginning - Where has the Angel Row Gallery gone? Of course the Reactor “Toy and Dismantle” process hasn’t been as literal as a replacement of the familiar art gallery and its environs. Its aim is to restate the space, to maybe bend the rules rather than erase them from existence. The fact that the Toy and Dismantle event/happening/exhibition only covers half the gallery space gives a sense of contrast that would have been missing if the whole place had been transformed. So on the opening night, we cross through the untouched gallery space to a table where we are told we must wear our goodie bag paper party hats in return for a drink. There’s that familiar Reactor combination of demand for compliance and playfulness, a bit like a friendly labrador puppy that comes running up to you with a lit stick of dynamite in its mouth. By the table, a little line of hooks with name tags and coats for each of the Reactor group suggests again that combination of serious intent and well-draughted daftness.
The gallery is alive with people and anticipation as I walk through the plastic sheeting to the main space. Painting with Cars has turned observers into participants, manoeuvring remote controlled cars as they whiz around, creating mad splashes of paint. The paint is fed through funnels from containers attached to the walls, another Reactor Heath-Robinson type invention. An MC adds to the proceedings with his energetic commentary, exhorting us to get involved. Activity has replaced observation in the gallery space.
When Smash It Up is theatrically unveiled from behind its cover of plastic sheeting there is a perceptible feeling of excitement in the room. The crowd surges to find out what’s behind it. Shelf upon shelf reaches up to the ceiling of the gallery, filled with white plaster Uncle Sam images, doll’s faces and other random pieces. With the apparent fragility of the plaster pieces and the high shelves, the whole thing is a weird cross between a fairground stall and a really dusty old village museum. An entire corner of the space is embedded in turf, but is marked by lines of marker tape, creating a sense of a forbidden domain. It’s that Reactor habit of underlining that human tendency to follow the rules unless otherwise told.
When Intercommunist Moves goes (literally) into action, its time to retreat up to a niche in the freely accessible scaffolding and watch the confusion as people listen to and attempt to follow garbled instructions on gallery (mis)information speakers. As Reactor aims to replace some familiar art gallery habits with its own fun-size rituals, people walk around each other, make short pointless trips across the space and come to an abrupt stop. At this late stage of the evening, as with Function, there is a sense of energy slightly dissipating or of an established order trying to turn off in several directions at once. Sometimes a puppy loses its way.
People are still hanging on to their goodie bags, marked with the Reactor logo and containing sweets, party poppers, decorated stones for Smash It Up and the Reactor loyalty card. More rewarding than a Tesco club card and more intriguing than a Nectar card. However this does not stop me from forgetting it on the final night and not being able to claim my reward. The Reactor loyalty card appropriates a vehicle of the everyday corporate world for its own ends. Perhaps there’s also a bit of a nod towards the increasing “blockbuster” nature of contemporary galleries like the Tate Modern and to the branding of art. It’s own branding is an activity within itself rather than a process towards profit. In taking on a brand and an identity traditionally at odds with art, Reactor is blowing a friendly raspberry at the profit makers. With that trademark serious-playful twist, another envelope in the bag that bears the official instruction “ Do not open this envelope until instructed to do so” contains a very large and slightly absurd party trumpet, presumably for the Reactor SoundJam at the end of the evening.
The End - Reactor is making a bag lady of me at its dismantling ceremony. With many of the others that have come to bid Toy and Dismantle farewell, I find myself rummaging, rootling, seeking some sort of souvenir in the pallets of stuff that lie around the gallery space. Like participants in a giant game of “lucky dip”, we sink our hands into the containers of paper, pencil, wool, wire, odd miscellaneous fragments and boxes in an attempt to fill our transparent Reactor goodie bags with something to take away. The transformation of the gallery has been somehow reduced to these strangely monumental piles of stuff, lifeless like the cast of puppet theatre packed away at the end of a season.
The bits and pieces suggest in different ways the processes that have lead to their end. A huge pile of plaster faces and figures from what was Smash it Up is mined by restless hands while people eye each other’s transparent plastic takeaway bags uneasily as if to check that they haven’t missed out on any specific treasures. Even a large box of pencil sharpenings takes on an aesthetic and sensual life of its own. Though still wearing white coats rather than black for the occasion, Reactor-people are gathering fragments for their own bags. As always, they are interacting in their own game, playing within the boundaries they have set themselves.
A solemn character sits at an organ in the corner, marking the occasion with funereal tunes. Glasses of port are handed out. Our rummaging is part of the dismantling process. This is an ongoing conclusion, not a neat finale. Things are still in motion. Even now, one of the white-coat brigade is making and breaking space, creating new sections within the gallery space with red marker tape. People are still weirdly compliant in this broken up space, moving to accommodate the shifting boundaries with chilling obedience. A member of Reactor starts smashing at the pallet of plaster pieces with a mallet and others sit by a paper shredder adding one more chapter to the continuing story of Toy and Dismantle’s contents.
Somewhere else, a small group huddle intriguingly over what turns out to be a large cake, the reward for all those good people who remembered their loyalty cards. Because the space is still broken up into little niches and corners, an activity as innocent and commonplace as the cutting of a cake has an air of the secret society about it.
In a corner, people are shuffling through a pile of photos of the entire Toy and Dismantle process. The sight of faces and moments in the pictures adds to the sense of finality and the feeling that this is all somehow disposable, that it has been a temporary stopover only. Rolls of turf, piles of discarded scaffolding and the empty paint containers from Painting with Cars lie about the place. What does that make the space now - a portable bowling green, a reconstituted office, a closed down school for clowns?
The Angel Row has been reduced to a crazy kind of a store room in which we all wander looking for something to take away, partly due to that innate human souvenir urge and partly because we have been invited to “select a special piece of history” by Reactor. But history is junk at Toy and Dismantle. The processes of the entire event and the rituals of the final evening ask questions about the nature of meaning and value and the effect of context on these. Context includes the narrative context of the exhibition as well as its physical environment. The Toy and Dismantle experience plays with the idea that value can so often be a given rather than an inherent quality. Toy and Dismantle creates its own world to do this and succeeds in restating a familiar, though adaptable space. In literally breaking down the gallery into a number of differing parts, it has broadened its potential making it more than simply a process of “Before” and “After”. The event has been planned not simply to react against the familiar, but to pursue its own full narrative. In doing so, it has created a history that goes beyond plaster fragments and pencil sharpenings, that of a crowd in a space, the history of shared experience, excitement and interaction.

